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Dear friends,
The end of 2021 is already in sight
and, despite the Corona-related
challenges, we can look back on a
fantastic year. We have engineered
and built some great products. These
include the radar mast for Broadwater
and the motoryacht that recently won
the prestigious “best refit” award in
Monaco. We also built and installed a
large number of winches and feeders
for a 100m+ sailingyacht, to be
delivered in 2022.

See page 5

BECOMING MAINSTREAM

Composite
superstructures
See page 6
ENDLESS CHOICE

Windbreaks
See page 7

Over more than 20 years, we have
developed enormous expertise in
the field of composites, a capability
that is now evident in the diversity
of the products we manufacture.
At one end of the scale we make
masts in excess of 70 metres; at the
other we make custom-designed
washbasins for owners’ and guests’
luxury accommodation.
We note that the number of
companies manufacturing large
aluminium masts is decreasing.
Rondal grew up with large alloy
masts and the specialist expertise
required remains very much
present in the organisation.

Composite rigs will continue to
dominate our order book, but
we have decided to make our
expertise in this sector available
once again and, as evidence of
our commitment, we are currently
working on a 50m aluminium
mainmast and a 30m mizzen.
We look forward to seeing you
at our stand (no. 7.711) in the
Superyacht Pavilion of the METS
and telling you much more
about our products and recent
developments.

Harald Lubbinge
Managing Director
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“

It’s amazing how a small
change in any element of
the standing or running

rigging can affect the feel

“

and performance

Introducing Rudy Jurg
A conversation with Rondal’s new Sales Manager
Rudy, where does your passion for yachting come from?

carbon, stayed and unstayed. For a keen racing sailor, the rig,

My interest in spars and rigging started when I was a kid. I was

sails and the set-up between them are key factors in maximizing

fascinated by race boats such as Flyer and Philips Innovator,

performance. First thing I do when stepping onto a boat is look

with their big rigs – by the standards of those days – and lots of

up the rig and test tensions to check how it’s all set up.

spreaders. I would eagerly count the number of rows. I grew up

It’s amazing how a small change in any element of the standing

in a sailing family and so was always actively involved in sailing,

or running rigging can affect the feel and performance.

putting up as much sail as the boat could comfortably take,

This experience fits with what we manufacture at Rondal.

sometimes adding extra staysails. I enjoy being at sea, a place to
unwind and that special feeling of being close to the elements
in all their moods. I have had the pleasure to sail on some
fantastic boats with great people, in the process making lifelong
friendships around the world.

How did you get into the yachting industry?
In my student days, I started working as a sailing instructor.

If you could change one thing in the yachting industry,
what would it be?
At every regatta there is yet another debate about the rating
of yachts, often leading to huge boat optimisation costs for
very little gain. It’s been an issue for over 100 years but with
today’s computing power, surely a more open and fair system
could be developed?

This was my baptism into the industry. Once graduated, I started
working for a composites company involved with some very
innovative structures for the marine industry. Then, 18 years
followed with a composites supplier which was focused on the
racing and superyacht market. At this time I came into contact
with Rondal and it was always a pleasure visiting the workshop;
looking at rigs becoming longer and more complex every year!
I take a great interest in spars and rigs, as over the years, I have
stepped and un-stepped hundreds of rigs – wood, alloy and

2

What is the biggest challenge our industry faces today?
Load monitoring. Yachts are growing in size, rigs are becoming
larger, and the ropes and sails stretch less. At the same time
the weather window and sea state is becoming more
challenging, yet we lack accurate information on dynamic
loading of the hull, deck fittings, spars and sails. This would
not only help us to optimise yachts of the future but also to
define safer sailing modes.
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Performance spars for a

stunning performance cruiser
Purposefully equipped with 52m Rondal

After successful tuning trials off Palma,

mast and 17m furling boom, this exciting

Path headed west for her impressive

new composite build from Baltic Yachts

unveiling to the superyacht industry at the

exhibits the very latest thinking in

2021 Monaco Yacht Show. Back in Palma

superyacht technology throughout.

once more, Path’s team are busy preparing

The 3rd largest yacht delivered by

for her first crossing to the Caribbean.

Baltic, Path, completed her sea trials off

Without question, Path’s Judel/Vrolijk naval

Jakobstad, Finland, earlier in 2021 and

architecture, together with the stiffness

headed into the summer season with a

and integrity of Baltic’s light carbon

safe passage to Palma, Mallorca.

structure and Rondal’s proven rig design
and technology will enable her to eat up
the Atlantic Ocean miles – in comfort and
with great ease of handling. That same
special DNA will also enable her to move
up through the gears extremely fast when
the regatta circuit beckons!

3
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Complete Rondal rig and more
for the ‘Featherlight’ express

Project 405
47m / 154 ft
high performance sloop

The high-modulus carbon mast, with its reduced section and
new slim, low-weight upper structure, allows for a lighter bulb
weight. Other features include a mast base with custom-made
titanium mast base blocks, 3D-printed titanium through-deck
fittings, easily demountable radar
platforms for regattas and

A ground-breaking project, this Reichel/Pugh design focuses

a new curved spreader

on radical innovation to achieve the lowest possible weight

design maximising the

for high performance cruising, yet totally without compromise

sail area. A custom

to comfort and structural integrity. Currently in build at

mast bracket will

Royal Huisman, the project employs an ‘A team’ of experts,

house B&G displays,

with a wide range of specialist disciplines, working in close

and a ladder is installed for

co-operation with designers and engineers from

ease of access to the gooseneck.

Royal Huisman and Rondal.
The 21m Rondal performance boom is styled to order and
Rondal will supply the complete sailing system, as well as a

incorporates, within, an innovative bungee feeder system to

wide range of lightweight carbon composite components and

replace the more commonly used hydraulic mainsheet feeder.

an aluminium lazarette entrance. The 61.5m Rondal Panamax

The metallic grey paint of the spars will complement the bead-

mast has been realised in collaboration with Scott Ferguson,

blasted finish of the stainless steel and titanium deck hardware

the renowned sailor and specialist designer of grand prix racing

as well as the carbon composite structural elements.

spars and wing sails. Doyle Sails and the owner’s team are,
equally, key players, bringing talent, passion and expertise to
this exciting project.

4
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Rondal is also producing six captive winches for loads
from 6 to 24 tons. An initial deck equipment study,
focused on optimum weight-saving, led to the lightest
aluminium captive winches in the industry. But the
Rondal team went further, exchanging aluminium
drums for carbon, saving yet more weight and reducing

Introducing
Rondal Air Hatches
Another important development in Rondal hatch technology

maintenance requirements. Further innovations in the

The evolution of Royal Huisman’s Featherlight construction

installation of the feeders (employing a twin structure

method has left no stone unturned in the pursuit of lightness,

mounting frame) and a unique design approach for the

and an important contribution to that aim has come from

runner system saved another 1200kg and freed-up space

Rondal’s development of a new series of composite hatches:

below deck.

the AIR hatches.

The entire custom carbon superstructure, styled by

Key features:

Nauta and comprising the deckhouse and the cockpit
area, is also being designed and produced by Rondal.
The cockpit incorporates four carbon hatches and a
number of storage spaces. A further 23 carbon hatches
with a range of functions and operating systems will be
located on deck. Some contain glass, some teak, some
are operated manually, some electrically by actuators.
Two things they all have in common are weight
optimisation and Rondal build quality. Other carbon
composite items to be supplied by Rondal include a

»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Composite construction
Choice of teak or skylight version
Up to 16mm teak thickness
Accommodate extreme deck radii
Parametric design
Double mould building principle
Very light weight
Individual and central closing
Standard or customised

laminated carbon keel trunk (designed to reduce weight

The first project to be fitted with Rondal’s technologically

while achieving maximum strength and stiffness), the

advanced new AIR hatches will be delivered in mid-2022.

tender bay area (providing a seating area for owner and

In the meantime, a number of the new hatch designs are

guests as well as tender storage), the crew entrance area

already in the final assembly stage and test fitting on board

(with integrated shutter) and the watertight bulkhead

will commence at around the time of METS 2021.

with watertight sliding door. An aluminium lazarette
entrance completes this extensive order.
Project completion is scheduled for late 2022 and,
despite a tight schedule and issues with availability of
materials, Rondal remains fully on track.

5
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Radar mast & superstructures

Composite specials
Rondal has earned an enviable reputation
in carbon sailing masts, with particular
expertise in very large and sophisticated
projects. A lesser known fact is that Rondal
leverages the same core expertise to create
other composite products for motor yachts,
such as tender garage hatches, radar masts
and superstructures. Whenever composite
projects qualify as large, complex or high
loaded, Rondal is the go-to partner.
A recent project that demonstrates these
capabilities is a 52mtr/170ft motor yacht
that Rondal has equipped with a full carbon
radar mast as well a composite multi-deck
superstructure. Built on a steel hull, carbon
composite was preferred over aluminium for
obvious reasons.
Saving weight in general will improve
performance and fuel economy but saving
weight aloft, especially, will increase
stability – and that is just one example of
the increasing appeal of carbon composite
structures for the motor yacht sector as well
as in sailing.
Everybody knows that carbon composite
is incredibly strong, stiff and lightweight.
But some lesser-known benefits include
unlimited freedom of geometry, which opens
new possibilities for style and design that are
impossible to achieve in steel. Furthermore,
because of its chemical and corrosion
resistance, low fatigue and low thermal
expansion, the material requires

6

no maintenance. Such quality levels and
achievements don’t happen overnight.
They result from decades of practical
experience and many thousands of hours of
engineering and Research & Development.
Top-notch facilities are naturally a
prerequisite. That’s where Rondal’s 2,150m2
workshop, 1,750m2 assembly area and
the autoclave machines – all Lloyd’s
approved of course – and not forgetting
the blue-sky thinking – all come together to
create something special.
Rondal is set apart from the rest by its
philosophy, heritage, innovation and
manufacturing expertise in composite
projects. Long term investment in
knowledge, know-how and equipment will
continue to support this pre-eminence for
Rondal in its chosen field.
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Windbreaks
The choice is (almost) endless!
To own or to be a guest on a superyacht is widely perceived as the ultimate luxury experience.
And so it is. But the sun-drenched on-deck settings we admire at yacht shows, with their
recliners, pools and buffet bars, can offer a very different experience on passage (even in the
Caribbean), when a 15-knot cruising speed and a 15-knot headwind combine to produce
30 knots across the deck!
The answer is, of course, the windbreak. Rondal has pioneered the design and development
of highly effective and sophisticated windbreaks over many years. Experience has shown the
Rondal team the importance of choice, flexibility and – above all - custom solutions to ensure
harmony with both the design of the vessel and the lifestyle wishes of its owners. All Rondal
Windbreak solutions are custom designed, built and installed by Rondal experts.
Rondal windbreak formats range from straight to curved sections, from sliding to hinged, from
manually operated to electrically operated, along with an almost endless range of additional
options to achieve the ultimate, customised result.
These include:

»
»
»
»
»

High gloss

In the past year, Rondal has

Camber following

incorporated all of the main

Curved and straight

variants, and a wide variety of

Optional solid stainless-steel frames
Hinged doors including anti slamming device

Rondal’s order for a 100+ meter motor yacht,
summarised below, consists of 32 panels –

other features, into windbreaks
for a magnificent 100+ meter
motor yacht, currently completing
sea trials. A project where only
the finest is good enough.

without a single bolt visible.

Qty.

Operation

Shape

Principle

No. of panels

1

Manual

Curved

Sliding, following camber

6

2

Electric

Curved

Sliding, following camber

3

3

Manual

Straight

Sliding, horizontal

6

4

Manual

Straight

Hinged

2

7
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